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This letter reports a multiplexed optical displacement sensor using a thin core fiber (TCF) exciter.
The TCF exciter is followed by a stripped single mode optical fiber. A small section of buffer is
used as the movable component along the single mode fiber. Ultra-weak cladding mode reflection
(<−75 dB) was employed to probe the refractive index discontinuity between the air and buffer
coating boundary. The position change of the movable buffer segment results in a delay change
of the cladding mode reflection. Thus, it is a measure of the displacement of the buffer segment
with respect to the glass fiber. The insertion loss of one sensor was measured to be less than 3 dB.
A linear relationship was evaluated between the measurement position and absolute position of the
moving actuator. Multiplexed capability was demonstrated and no cross talk was found between the
sensors. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4922019]

I. INTRODUCTION

Fiber optic displacement sensors have several distinct
advantages that make them particularly advantageous as compared to conventional capacitive and inductive displacement
sensors, including compact size, thermal and chemical resilience, multiplexing capacity, and electromagnetic immunity. These attributes have led to the successful application of
optical fiber sensors in structural monitoring and machine control.1,2 Fiber grating-based sensors, including fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs),3–5 long period fiber gratings (LPFGs),6,7 and
tilted fiber Bragg gratings (TFBG),8 have been employed as
displacement measurement devices, either by direct stretch,
the use of cantilever beams and similar structures, or perpendicular displacement to the sensors. Unfortunately, the abovementioned displacement sensing technologies have a major
limitation that the measurement dynamic range is restricted
due to the glass nature of optical fiber. A loaded strain of more
than 0.4% can break the fiber and immediately fail the sensor.
In addition, the high signal strength of the existing fiber optic
displacement sensors restricts them to be used in a multiplexed
fashion. In order to fundamentally tackle these limitations, a
new fiber optic based displacement sensing concept with large
dynamic range and small signal strength is necessary.
Evanescent wave of cladding mode of an optical fiber is
potentially a feasible probing solution, since it extends the light
energy from the core of optical fiber to the ambience, removing
the need to stretch fiber glass to sense displacement, allowing
for a much larger dynamic range. In research community, this
sensing approach was widely used to probe ambient change of
optical fiber for various physical and chemical sensing applications.9–16 A recent alternative to conventional displacement
sensing approaches is the use of a fiber modal interferometer, where the optical path difference between the basic core
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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mode and excited cladding modes is measured. These fiber
modal interferometers for displacement sensing have been
successfully constructed using thin core fiber (TCF),17 thermal
expended fiber (TEF),18 and photonic crystal fiber (PCF),19
where displacement is introduced by direct strain on the fiber
under test. Each of these sensors has resulted in high accuracy
measurements and improved dynamic range. However, each
of these sensors requires a relative large portion of the total
light energy for sensing, limiting its potential to be multiplexed
along one fiber line. It is worth noting that the cost of fiber
optic sensor majorly comes from the interrogation instrument.
By multiplexing a large number of fiber optic sensors along
a single fiber line, one can effectively reduce the cost of each
sensor and widen its broad adoption.
This letter reports a design of optical fiber device for
displacement sensing that extends the use of these weakly
coupled evanescent waves. The resulting sensor is inexpensive
and simple to fabricate. TCF was used to excite and receive
cladding modes used to probe the refractive index discontinuity between the air and a moving fiber buffer coating. Ultraweak cladding reflections (<−75 dB) were employed as a
measure of buffer displacement along the length of the optical
fiber under test. A linear relationship was found between the
measurement result and absolute displacement values.
II. OPERATION MECHANISM

In order to probe the optical fiber under test, optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) was used as an interrogation mechanism.20–22 The detection bandwidth is setup by
the scanning range of the tunable laser, which can be calculated
by
c
B = 2 ∆λ,
λ
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, λ is the central
wavelength, and ∆λ is wavelength sweep range. In this setup,
illustrated in Fig. 1, the tunable laser sweeps from 1525 to
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FIG. 1. Schematic of multiplexed displacement sensors: (a) the sensing
array, (b) the interrogation system (TLS: tunable laser source, CPL: coupler, PC: polarization controller, CIR: circulator, BPD: balanced photodiode,
DAQ: data acquisition card).

1555 nm at 60 nm/s scanning speed, corresponding to a total
bandwidth of 3.8 THz. The real-time system has an update rate
of 1.5 s per round, which includes ∼0.5 s for laser scanning and
∼1 s for transmission of the data to a polarization controller
(PC) and calculation. The sensor was fabricated by fusionsplicing a short segment (sub-centimeter) of TCF (Nufern, PSGSF-3/125, core diameter 3 µm, cladding diameter 125 µm)
within a single mode fiber (SMF) segment (Corning SMF28e, core diameter 8.2 µm, cladding diameter 125 µm) using a
conventional SMF splice program, illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The
core diameter mismatch between the TCF and SMF introduces
a small portion of optical energy from the core mode into the
cladding modes, functionally converting the TCF to a cladding
mode exciter. The effective refractive indices (RIs) of these
cladding modes are determined by the boundary condition at
the interface between fiber cladding and surrounding material.
A short segment of buffer (∼1 mm) was carefully separated
from the sensing SMF using a Ripley Miller fiber optic stripper
but remained intact and moveable along the fiber cladding,
shown in Fig. 2(d). Due to the elastic property of polymer
coating, the buffer segment is in close contact with the bare
fiber. To investigate the stability of the proposed sensor, a test
was performed in which the buffer remained unchanged. Hundred waveforms were recorded using the fixed configuration,
resulting in a calculated stability of 54 µm. The SMF-28e
buffer coating is composed of dual acrylate with a refractive
index about 1.48 at 1550 nm. In this experiment, the buffer was
attached to an automated precision motion stage that moved
along the fiber direction. When the forward propagating cladding modes meet the buffer-air boundary, the surrounding

FIG. 2. The proposed displacement sensor: (a) microscopic image of the
core-mismatch between the SMF and TCF, (b) diagram of operation mechanism, (c) signal of a time domain reflection peak from the experiment, and
(d) image of buffer segment.

RI discontinuity leads to a cladding mode reflection. These
back-propagating cladding reflections then couple back to the
leading SMF via the TCF exciter, resulting a cladding mode
reflection peak in distance domain as pictured in Fig. 2(c). The
TCF exciter has a higher Rayleigh level as compared to the
neighboring SMF. As the stage and the attached buffer move
along the fiber, a resulting reflection peak position displace-

FIG. 3. Displacement measurement: (a) measured position against absolute
position and (b) SNR as a function of absolute position.
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FIG. 4. Multiplexed sensing test with three TCF exciter displacement sensors in-line: (a) and (d) was stable sensor 1; (b) and (e) was shifted sensor 2; (c) and
(f) was shifted sensor 3.

ment can be measured using the previously described OFDR
system.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To investigate the utility of the proposed device, a TCF
displacement sensor was fabricated with a TCF length of
5 mm. The insertion loss of this sensor is less than 3 dB. The
buffer was attached to an actuator (Newport PM500 series,
maximum range 26.4 mm, resolution 100 nm) moving along
the fiber direction in 0.2 mm increments over a total distance
of 26.4 mm. In Fig. 3(a), the measurement result was plotted
with the absolute position read from the stage controller. After
applying a linear fit to the experimental data, the calculated
R2 value was 99.92%, indicating a highly linear relationship
between the measured position and absolute position. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the detection peak was examined in Fig. 3(b), where the signal was defined as the relative
intensity of the reflection peak and the noise was by averaging
the Rayleigh backscatter relative intensity level over 10 mm in
the sensing region. The standard deviation of the measurement
was found to be 0.2134 mm. The average SNR was 13.1 dB
over the detection region. It also indicates that the reflection
coefficient from the buffer segment is sufficiently stable in
practice.
To demonstrate the multiplexing capability of the proposed device, 3 sensors (5 mm TCF) were identically fabricated and spliced in-line along the interrogation system. Each
sensor was about 1 meter apart. All sensors had stripped buffers
which could move along the fiber under test. Displacement
was tested using the second sensor, while the first and third
sensors remained stationary. Figs. 4(b) and 4(e) show the
second sensor signal peak shift due to the buffer displacement,
while the first peak signal in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d) and the third
peak signal in Figs. 4(c) and 4(f) remained stable. The major
cross coupling is rooted from the multiple-reflection cross talk,
or the signal waveform distortion induced by “ghost” signals,
which undergo multiple reflections between upstream sensors,
and experiences the same time delay as the real signal. The
multiple-reflection noise has been thoroughly studied in previous weak-reflection sensing studies.23 Accordingly, a computer simulation based on the previous model was conducted
to theoretically investigate the noise that solely contributed by

the multiple reflections. This simulation suggests that the SNR
remains above 55 dB, as the number of multiplexed sensors
increases to 100 K. Thus, the multiple-reflection cross talk can
be ignored since it is far below the background noise of the
system. Shown from Fig. 4, no cross talk noise was observed
in our experiment.
Potentially, this technology can be used to provide feedback measurement of automation system. It is especially
attractive when more than one linear movement is needed to be
monitored in the system on a real-time basis. The limitation of
this technology is the contamination of the cladding surface
of the bare fiber. The accumulated dirt may result in fake
signals. In order to prevent contamination, engineering efforts
are necessary to properly package each of the sensor head.
IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, this letter reports a design of a fiber displacement sensor using a TCF as a cladding mode exciter. Ultraweak cladding mode reflections (<−75 dB) were employed
to probe the external refractive index change at the air-buffer
boundary. A linear relationship was evaluated between the
measurement position and the absolute position during the
displacement test. Multiplexing capability was demonstrated
and no cross talk was found between each sensor.
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